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INFECTIOUS BREAKS *2nd Birthday* - RICHIE BALBOA + WAYS &
MEANS (Kosheen DJ set)
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To celebrate Infectious Breaks 2nd Birthday, We have pulled out all the stops to bring you some of the
UK's brightest and freshest Breakbeat talent! And to top it all off, we have brought in 2 of Portsmouth's
best House DJ's to man the tardis room! 

SWEAT BOX - Breaks, Dubstep, DnB............................................ 

WAYS & MEANS (KOSHEEN DJ SET,Dusted Breaks) 

Ways and Means are the UK based production team combining the production talent Of Alpha (Kristian
Townsend), Gary Eccles (Felony, Kosheen) And Darren Beale (Decoder, Kosheen) who now present
further exploits in to the world of Beats and breaks under the rapidly rising name of Ways And Means
and with contracts signed with Dusted Breaks (UK) Bombtraxx Records (USA) and Ego Shot Recordings
(Hungary), expect big things as they tear up the Portsmouth dancefloor and give them bassbins what
for!! 

RICHIE BALBOA (Breakspoll Best Breakthrough DJ 2010) 

2010 has already started with a bang as Richie Balboa won the best breakthrough DJ category at the
Breakspoll international breakbeat awards. In a short space of time he has traveled the globe DJ’ing for
some of the most prestigious names in club music alongside the likes of The Stanton Warriors, Rusko,
DJ Zinc and Krafty Kuts. 

2009 was been a big year, DJ sets at Nassfest (Europes biggest extreme sports festival), Glade Festival,
Winter Music Conference Miami and a resident DJ with For Boarders By Boarders who have become the
first collective to tour every UK snowdome in one year. He also started working alongside Juno, one of
the world's largest dance music retailers to produce the Juno Download Breakbeat Podcast and hosted
his own Richie Balboa presents events in Camden Town alongside Mini Da Minx. 

Manager of NSB Radio since 2007, he's collected the Breakspoll best radio station award 2008, 2009 &
2010, and has taken it to be the the first and only completely live breakbeat radio station bringing in DJs
from Canada, North and South America, South Korea, Japan, Australasia, India, Central and Eastern
Europe, Russia as well as its home of the UK. 

As well as marketing the brand and managing the roster of over 100 DJs Richie co-ordinates live
broadcasts in the UK, America and Australia representing the breakbeat sound to a worldwide audience.
NSB Radio will be pushing on further this year with the re-launch of it's website and more live coverage
of global events to establish itself as a major worldwide dance music station. 
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LEE MARTIN V's ROBB WATTS (Dusted Breaks, Reverb & Custard) 

This mix off has been a long time in the making! Dusted Breaks head boy and Infectious Ressie Lee
Martin goes head to head with Reverb & Custards very own Robb Watts and with roughly 30 years of
DJin experience between them, this is sure to be an interesting event in itself!! 

SAUCE CODE (Reverb & Custard) 

Reverb & Custard resident and general broken beat specialist will get the main room off and running! 

TARDIS ROOM - House, Techno, Electro....................................... 

CHRIS VAUX (Punchfunk, Icon Ibiza) 

Chris needs very little introduction to the Pompey massive as he runs the biggest Tech House night in
the city and has done so for many years! Punchfunk & Punchfunk Records have become not just a
national brand but an international brand and has seen Chris DJ all over europe from Ibiza to
Amsterdam and then some! He has also DJ'ed alongside some of the biggest and best names in House
& Techno, including SLAM, Josh Wink, Mauro Picotto, Eric Prydz, Nic Fanciulli, Jo Mills, Fergie, Tim
Sheridan, Lottie, Sander Kleinenberg and so many more! His productions are also very tidy and His
track “Aim for the head” was supported by the likes of Steve Lawler, Danny Howells and by the Trophy
Twins on their Radio 1 show. It reached No1 in several charts including North America’s Nocturnal
Magazine and has earned Chris great respect. 
His production style is tough, groove driven, electronic techno straddled house music with licks of acid. 

STU BRYAN (Indigo, Science) 

Stu is another that needs little introduction in this city! His night Indigo continues to pull in the masses
and his collaboration with former Infectious resident Rich Thomas has seen new night Science take off
big time! He is also a regular at punchfunk and has played all over the country including at the legendary
Ministry Of Sound in London. 

The tardis room also has support from MARK MARTIN (Dusted) & Infectious Residents DJ IGNITION &
MIKE CUBIST doin their Housey thang for a change! 

Saturday, 22 May 2010 at 19:00 - 01:00 

  
THE BARN, Milton Arms 
  
174-176 Milton Road, PO4 8PR 
   
Portsmouth, United Kingdom 

ENTRY IS £5.00 ALL NIGHT - NO DRESS CODE - R.O.A.R
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